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Equal Adventure Developments Ltd (EA) provides training, equipment and information to 
support the provision of inclusive outdoor activities, sport and active lifestyles. Whether you 
are a club, school group or sporting society, EA recognises that you want to provide activities 
to people who have a wide range of needs, regardless of disability. By adopting a positive and 
active approach, you can maximise participation and increase the inclusion of disabled people 
into meaningful activities. 

Applying the evidence gained through research with disabled people, EA understands that:

1. People differ according to their;

  • approach to an activity, eg motivation to participate

  • preferred communication style

  • personal experience, ie maintenance of dignity, capacity and control.

2. People function differently, requiring;

  • pads and protection

  • postural support

  • hand and arm function

3. People access an activity through;

  • independent methods of movement

  • assisted methods of movement

  • mechanical methods of movement
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Training
Equal Adventure (EA) offers IOL accredited training solutions and bespoke training programs, 
for individuals and organisations. We specialise in training outdoor adventure providers, but 
also have experience working in other sectors. 

EA offers a unique, fresh and positive approach that puts people at the centre of your 
organisation and its services. EA’s kinaesthetic method of inclusion training delivery motivates 
your staff, when working with ALL clients, regardless of disability.

Module 
3

Train the trainer. A one day course for those with experience 
working with disabled people in an inclusive setting, who 
have been through the Module 1 and 2 training, and would 
now like to become a Module 1 trainer.

Module 
2

Working with disabled people in the outdoors. A two-day 
course that combines theory with practice to provide a more 
in-depth look. 

Module 
1

An introduction to disability and inclusion. A half-day 
starter course that provides an introduction to disability and 
inclusion.
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Categories
EA has structured its approach and categorised its equipment by creating person-centred 
categories. This facilitates a consistent process for assessment of need and session planning, 
to address the detail as well as the whole picture, and enable appropriate equipment to be 
selected easily.  The categories allow you to link your training principles to your equipment, 
and the way in which you store and care for your equipment. 

PA - Positive Approach
Positive approach describes the attitude of both the coach and participant required 
for success.  Positive coaching includes goal setting and emotional approaches to 
communication.

CSL - Communication and Sensory Learning
A category of equipment providing a range of solutions to support visual, auditory, 
kinaesthetic and tactile communication for both the coach and the participant.

PE - Personal Experience
A category of equipment providing a range of solutions that support dignity 
whilst undertaking personal needs, support individuals to remain in control of 
their decision making, and support individuals to maximise on their capacity by 
removing distractions.

F - Function
This range of equipment focuses on the functional abilities of an individual and, to 
simplify choice, has been divided into three sections; PAP - Pads and Protection; 
TPS - Trunk Postural Support and HAF - Hand and Arm Function.

ASE - Activity and Safety Equipment
A category of equipment providing a range of products that provide versatile 
solutions to accommodate inclusive activities. These products are specific to an 
activity or group.

MM - Movement and Mobility
A category of equipment focusing on the requirements of an individual to move 
to and from, and in and around facility or an activity environment. Mobility and 
movement is divided into Independent Movement, Assisted Movement and 
Mechanical Movement.

SAI - Storage and Information
A range of equipment and information resources which allow you to manage your 
equipment effectively, whilst at the same time helping you to access the right 
equipment quickly. The storage and information system reduces wear and tear on 
equipment, and helps to reduce equipment loss.
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Bundles
We have used our years of experience coaching and leading expeditions, along with feedback from 
our clients, to create a range of flexible, user-centred bundles that optimise meaningful inclusion.

Our bundles save you money and help you to purchase the kit you are most likely to need 
when running sessions in a range of different activities/sports with disabled performers or 
integrated groups.

Bundles are divided into 3 types:

1.

 

Approach, Communication and Experience
Approach, Communication and Experience bundles enhance the 
communication between individuals, to help maintain the dignity, capacity 
and control of participants in a group or centre setting. They provide 
resources for the built centre and outdoor environments to improve access, 
and provide instructors and coaches with supplementary resources that 
support the pastoral care of individuals and groups. 

Categories include:

      

Bundles include:

Sensory Bundle Field Living Bundle Storage Bundle
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2.

 

Activity and Performance Bundles
Activity and Performance bundles support an integrated group in a specific 
activity/sport area. They provide centres with appropriate facilities, the 
necessary equipment to enable safe and active or experiential participation 
by disabled athletes or performers within a specific sport. Where appropriate, 
the kit will enable more effective participation, to facilitate coaching for sports 
specific skill acquisition.

Categories include:

           

Bundles include:

Archery Bundle Climbing Bundle High Ropes Bundle

Sailing Bundle Seated Volleyball 
Bundle

Watersports and 
Paddlesports Bundle
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3.

 

Mobility and Movement
Mobility and Movement bundles provide assistance with transfer between one 
position and another, to optimise dignity, capacity and control for everyone, 
including both performer and coach. They support controlled transfers, and 
where appropriate facilitate the use of anatomically correct positioning for 
assistants. These bundles can be used in a range of environments; indoors or 
outdoors, land or water based, at differing heights.

Categories include:

          

Bundles include:

Independent 
Movement  Bundle

Assisted Movement 
Bundle

Train your team and  
resource your organisation

It is very clear that at times accommodating individual requirements can prove challenging. 
EA has spent years working with individuals and groups from a participation through to 
performance level, and carrying out research in association with universities throughout the UK. 

By joining with us, we will help provide solutions to your challenges. Our meticulously 
planned, well organised and resourced training will enable you to make the most of our safe, 
effective and award winning equipment. Most of all, we have worked hard to ensure that your 
purchasing experience with us will be enjoyable.

We look forward to hearing from you!
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